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In the realm of molecular electronics the active elements of an electronic

device are composed of individual molecules [1–3]. Among the requested com-

ponents in this field, a substantial effort has been devoted to the design of linear

organic systems, often referred to as molecular wires, capable of transporting

large electrical currents with negligible losses over long distances. Despite many

efforts from communities working either at room temperature in liquid environ-

ments [4–10] or at low temperature in ultra-high vacuum [11–15], such a per-

fect molecular conductor has remained elusive. Graphene nanoribbons (GNRs),

quasi-one-dimensional narrow strips of graphene, have emerged as promising

candidates for high-performance molecular wires due to their extreme robust-

ness inherited from graphene and their tunable energy band gaps resulting from

lateral quantum confinement and edge effects [16, 17]. In this framework, spe-

cial attention has been paid to the topological properties of specifically designed

GNRs in both theoretical and experimental studies [18–21]. These exotic prop-

erties rely on specific edge modifications of the ribbons that may open a new

way to optimize the transport efficiency of GNRs [22–27]. Here we present a

systematic study of the charge transport properties of such topologically en-

gineered GNRs, more specifically staggered edge-extended ribbons based on a

7-AGNR backbone denoted 7-AGNR-S(1,3) [19], using a low-temperature scan-

ning tunneling microscopy (LT-STM) lifting procedure. Our experiments reveal

(quasi-) lossless transport properties at low voltages with high conductance over

long distances. These exceptional properties arise from charge transport chan-

nels between the modified ribbon edges and are due to low-energy electronic

topological bands originating from coupled localized zero energy states. We

thus realized a longstanding dream of molecular electronics: length-independent

charge transport through a molecular conductor.
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The transport properties of molecular wires were first investigated in solution, with

molecular wires of increasing length bridging metallic electrodes [4, 28, 29]. In such an ap-

proach, the conductance–length relationship generally follows the simple exponential form

G(z) = Gc exp(−βz), where z is the wire length, Gc is the contact conductance and β, the

inverse decay length which characterizes the intrinsic ability of the wire to transport the

current [30, 31]. The lower the value of β, the more efficient is the transport of electrons

through the wire. This approach was extensively used to probe soluble molecular wires, such

as alkane or short conjugated structures, and has led, in a few cases, to β values lower than

0.02 Å−1 [5–10]. The recent development of on-surface synthesis (OSS) has considerably

increased the types and lengths of molecular wires that can be probed [32]. Combined with

LT-STM, it has led to a new type of experiment where the conductance of a given wire can be

explored as a function of its length by progressively lifting the wire – with one end attached

to the STM tip – from a metallic surface. The extremely well-controlled environment of this

kind of experiment has allowed probing transport through defect-free wires several tens of

nanometers long, and has revealed β ∼ 0.1-0.4 Å−1 for conjugated polymers such as polyflu-

orene [11], polythiophene [12, 13] and more complex donor-acceptor systems [14, 15]. In this

framework, GNRs have emerged as promising candidates for high-performance molecular

wires [17]. Atomically precise fabrication of various types of GNRs has been achieved by

OSS [16, 33] and revealed fascinating electronic [34, 35], magnetic [36], optical [37, 38], and

mechanical [39, 40] properties. Transport measurements with a 7-atom-wide armchair GNR

(7-AGNR), the most conventional GNR with armchair edge structure, were reported early

on, revealing β ∼ 0.5 Å−1 for low-voltage conditions and β ∼ 0.1 Å−1 at higher voltages

corresponding to resonant conditions [22, 24]. As such, the transport properties of 7-AGNRs

are not significantly better than those of conjugated polymers, an effect that can be asso-

ciated to their large electronic band gap (∆ > 2.7 eV) [22]. Indeed, similar measurements

on the quasi-metallic 5-AGNR revealed β ∼ 0.1 Å−1 even for low-voltage conditions [25],

and the transport properties of GNRs can be further tuned by mixing short 5- and 7-AGNR

segments together [23, 26]. Narrow GNRs doped with substitutional boron atoms have also

been observed to exhibit a metallic response over up to 2.2 nm [27]. In the present study, we

report on (nearly) lossless quantum transport through individual GNRs over long distances

(z > 10 nm), corresponding to β values two orders of magnitude lower than in previous

studies (β < 0.001 Å−1), under low voltage condition (50 mV) while preserving and high
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FIG. 1: Bottom-up synthesis of 7-AGNR and 7-AGNR-S(1,3) on Au(111). a, On-surface

synthesis route of a 7-AGNR with precursor DBBA. b, Synthesis route of a 7-AGNR-S (1,3) with

precursor BADMT. c, STM image of a 7-AGNR on Au(111) (V = 50 mV, I = 10 pA). d, Electronic

band structure of a 7-AGNR from TB calculations in a 6-fold repeated cell (for direct comparison

with panel f). e, STM image of a 7-AGNR-S (1,3) on Au(111) (V = 50 mV, I = 10 pA). The inset

shows a large-scale STM image of a representative collection of 7-AGNR-S (1,3) ribbons on Au(111).

f, Electronic band structure of 7-AGNR-S (1,3) from TB calculations. g-h, Wave functions of the

conduction band (CB) and valence band (VB) at Γ for a 7-AGNR (g) and a 7-AGNR-S (1,3) (h),

respectively. Red and green denote opposite phases of the wave function. The low-energy bands

in h can be described by an effective SSH model in terms of hopping integrals tintra and tinter as

schematically indicated for the VB state.

conductance (∼ 0.1 G0, where G0 = 2e2/h = 77.5 µS is the quantum of conductance).

To that end, we investigated the edge-extended 7-AGNR-S (1,3)s [19] and compared it

to the conventional 7-AGNRs [16]. Electronic transport through a lifted 7-AGNR has been

explored thoroughly [22, 24] and is used here as a reference. These GNRs were assembled

by OSS on Au(111) using 10,10’-dibromo-9,9’-bianthryl (DBBA, Figure 1a) [16] and 6,11-
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bis(10-bromoanthracen-9-yl)-1,4-dimethyltetracene (BADMT, Figure 1b) [19] as precursors

for 7-AGNRs and 7-AGNR-S (1,3)s, respectively. Figures 1c and 1e show typical STM

images of these GNRs. The 7-AGNRs appear as featureless stripes with finger-like termini

at small bias voltages (Figure 1c), consistent with previous reports [22, 41]. In contrast,

the 7-AGNR-S (1,3)s reveal protrusions alternating on both sides of the backbone with a

half-periodicity of 1.3 nm (Figure 1e). The strict alternation is due to steric effects during

the polymerization procedure [19]. As shown in the large-scale image (inset of Figure 1e),

the maximum length of the 7-AGNR-S (1,3)s is approximately 20 nm, a limit that may be

related to the typical dimensions of the Au(111) herringbone reconstruction [16].

The electronic band structures from simple tight-binding (TB) calculations of 7-AGNRs

and 7-AGNR-S (1,3)s, shown in Figure 1d and 1f, reveal band gaps of ∆1 = 1.41 eV and ∆2 =

0.26 eV, respectively, separating the valence band (VB) and conduction band (CB) states

(Figure 1g for 7-AGNRs and Figure 1h for 7-AGNR-S (1,3)s). This substantial reduction of

the band gap upon edge decoration plays an important role for electron transport through

the ribbons. Additionally, in contrast to the 7-AGNRs, the VB and CB states of 7-AGNR-

S (1,3)s are highly localized at the edge sites. As reported in Ref. 19 these low-energy bands

can be rationalized from an SSH model with two hopping parameters along and across

the backbone of nearly equal amplitude (tintra = 0.45 eV, tinter = 0.59 eV), resulting in a

dispersive band with very small intrinsic band gap.

We now turn to the charge transport properties of both GNRs. The experimental pro-

cedure is sketched in Figure 2a. First, the STM tip is positioned above a terminus of a

GNR with a low bias of +50 mV (unless noted otherwise), then the tip is approached until

a contact with the GNR – identified by a plateau in the conductance trace – is established,

and eventually the tip is lifted vertically from the surface with the GNR attached to the tip

apex with the current traversing the junction recorded simultaneously.

Typical conductance measurements for three OSS-fabricated GNRs, one 7-AGNR and

two 7-AGNR-S (1,3)s (STM images in Figure 2b), are shown in Figure 2c. For the 7-AGNR,

the retraction of the tip reveals an exponential conductance decrease (gray curve) with a

decay constant of β = 0.33 Å−1, consistent with previous reports [22]. Such a high β value

leads to a conductance lower than 10−5 G0 for the ribbon lifted by only 2 nm, limiting

the potential applications of 7-AGNRs in future electronic devices. In contrast, for the 7-

AGNR-S (1,3)s we observed two distinct types of conductance behaviors as the tip is lifted,
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FIG. 2: Conductance measurements of suspended GNRs. a, Schematic of the measurement

setup during the lifting process. b, STM images of the three ribbons probed in c. STM image

conditions: (V = 50 mV, I = 10 pA). c, Conductance measurements as a function of tip–sample

separation for a 7-AGNR (grey curve) and two types of 7-AGNR-S (1,3)s (red and blue curves). d,

Characteristic conductance simulations for transport through lifted 7-AGNR and 7-AGNR-S (1,3).

Two different models for the valence band alignment with respect to the bias window captures

qualitatively the observed difference between Type-I and II.

denoted Type-I (red) and Type-II (blue) in the following. Both types show remarkably high

conductance at long lifting distances in comparison to that of 7-AGNRs.

The Type-I ribbon reported in Figure 2c (red curve) shows a near length-independent
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oscillatory conductance around a high value (∼ 0.1 G0) with a periodicity of ∼ 1.42 nm and

an overall decay constant β as low as ∼ 0.001 Å−1. Some scattering around these values

for other measured ribbons is reported in Supplementary Information (SI) Section 1. The

conductance oscillation has an average periodicity very close (∼ 12% larger) to the distance

of 1.3 nm separating successive units of the 7-AGNR-S (1,3) (Figure 1), suggesting that

these conductance fluctuations reflect the detachment of successive units from the substrate

surface [13].

The Type-II ribbon reported in Figure 2c (blue curve) follows a different behavior. The

conductance decays smoothly over 6 to 7 nm before a plateau is reached at G ∼ 10−4

G0, leading to a conductance a thousand times smaller than the similar Type-I ribbon for

a lifted distance of 9 nm. Surprisingly, the conductance of Type-II then increases again

upon further lifting up to z > 9 nm (which would correspond to β < 0). Eventually, the

conductance decreases again for distances close to the overall length of the ribbon z ∼ 13

nm. The conductance traces also reveal tiny but abrupt jerks with a periodicity of ∼ 0.28

nm (detailed in SI Section 1), which matches well with the lattice constant of the Au(111)

surface. A detailed analysis of STM images of several 7-AGNR-S (1,3) of Type-I and Type-II

does not reveal an obvious difference in their structures or their adsorption configurations

on the substrate, hinting towards an effect resulting from different connections between the

STM-tip and the GNR-terminus.

Transport simulations based on an effective TB model can capture the qualitative features

of the experiments as shown in Figure 2d. The 7-AGNR shows a characteristic decay of

the conductance with suspended ribbon length due to the exponential decay of tunneling

electrons in the energy range within the band gap. The 7-AGNR-S (1,3) on the other hand

has a much smaller band gap which results in band states available much closer to the Fermi

level εF of the electrodes, and therefore to a higher overall conductance. In fact, ballistic

transport is obtained whenever a band state falls within the bias window. In line with

the general trend that GNRs are slightly p-doped on Au(111) [42], which is supported by

our DFT calculations (SI Section 2), the VB states are the ones aligned closest to εF and

thus the ones involved in the electron transport process. Our model further enables us to

reproduce the behaviour of both Type-I and Type-II ribbons by considering two different

models for the molecular level alignment relative to εF as elaborated below.

In order to understand the physics behind these different transport characteristics, both
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FIG. 3: Electronic transport mapping of two types of 7-AGNR-S(1,3). a, Bias-dependent

conductance traces as a function of tip-sample separation for a Type-I ribbon reconstructed from

the I(V ) spectra acquired at different tip height with a step separation of 0.2 nm. b, dI/dV

evolution acquired simultaneously to I(V ) in a. c-d, Corresponding measurements for a Type-II

ribbon. Insets of a and c show the STM images (V = 50 mV, I = 10 pA) of the probed ribbons.

conductance (G = I/V ) and differential conductance (dI/dV ) spectra were acquired during

a step-by-step lifting procedure with 0.2 nm step size. The conductance measurement of

the Type-I ribbon (inset of Figure 3a) was performed with the tip retracting from 8.3 to

14.5 nm. Reconstructed from I − V spectra acquired at discrete tip heights, the junction

conductance at different voltages is represented in Figure 3a. Independently of the applied

voltage, the junction conductance remains essentially constant around 0.02 G0, with the

exception of a characteristic oscillation with a periodicity of ∼ 1.4 nm already reported

in Figure 1c. The dI/dV spectra acquired during the same lifting procedure (Figure 3b)

reveal clear fingerprints of a transport resonance around the Fermi level and two others at

V ∼ −0.10 V and V ∼ +0.15 V. Whereas these three resonances show nearly constant

intensities with tip retraction, their positions fluctuate with a periodicity that matches the

1.4 nm oscillations in the conductance trace (Figure 3a). A simple analysis of these spectra

assigns the nearly length-independent conductance of Type-I ribbons to the presence of at
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least one of these resonances within the bias window, whereas the conductance oscillations

seem due to shifts of the voltage resonances that appear with the periodicity of the edge

modifications in the GNRs.

In Figure 3c and 3d we summarize the similar investigations with a Type-II ribbon. In

agreement with the data presented in Fig. 2c, the junction conductance is rather different

from that of Type-I ribbons. Figure 3c reveals that, for all applied voltages, the junction

conductance slowly decreases for short lifting distances before a sudden conductance increase

is observed at lifting distances that depend on the applied voltage, i.e., the tip height onset

occurs later at lower voltages. For short tip-sample separation (z < 5 nm), dI/dV spectra

recorded simultaneously do not reveal any spectral features in the probed voltage window

(−0.15 V < V < +0.3 V), in agreement with the exponentially decaying conductance

observed at the early stage of the retraction for Type-II. When the ribbon is lifted further

(z > 5 nm), two resonances emerge (at V = −0.1 and 0.25 V for z = 6.7 nm). The voltage

difference between these two peaks shrinks as the ribbon is further lifted, and eventually

vanishes for z ∼ 10.5 nm. For z > 12 nm the features split again, leaving the impression

of two nearly parabolic dispersions. Beside these two spectral contributions, two other

dI/dV resonances briefly enter the bias windows (for 9 nm < z < 13 nm) and follow a

similar parabolic dispersion. From these data we conclude that the conductance decrease

observed at low z-values corresponds to out-of-resonance transport conditions, whereas the

conductance increase at z ≈ 6 to 9 nm, and the following conductance plateau, mark the

onset of resonant transport through band states that have shifted into the bias window.

The experimental trends reported in Figure 3 are well captured by our model simulations.

Figure 4a illustrates the transport setup for two different tip heights. The left side of the

ribbon is chemically bonded to the tip electrode at the center carbon atom (gray site) at

the terminal zigzag edge and electrons are considered to tunnel (with rate Γtip) between

the tip electrode and the nearby pz orbitals (red sites) that form part of the conjugated

structure. Similarly, at the right side of the ribbon electrons are considered to tunnel (with

rate Γsub) between the substrate electrode and the pz orbitals directly above it (green sites).

In other words, the tip height is modeled by varying the number of sites in contact with the

substrate, with direct consequences for the electron transport between the electrodes.

Besides the tunnel couplings Γtip and Γsub, two more parameters are included in our sim-

ulation: the charge state of the GNR and the ratio of the voltage drops at the two electrode

9
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FIG. 4: Tight-binding model for transport through suspended GNRs. a, Top view of a 7-
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liftoff (suspended distances of z = 5.0, 10.0 nm, respectively). The vertices (black dots) indicate the

carbon 2pz orbitals in the hexagonal lattice. The apex atom of the STM tip is considered to form a

chemical bond with the middle atom (gray disk) on the left zigzag edge. The orbital sites indicated

by red (green) circles indicate the relative strength of the tunneling rates to the tip (substrate)

electrode. b, Sketch of the energy-level alignments of the VB and VB-1 states in the junction,

relative to the Fermi level εF (orange dashed line) under equilibrium conditions and the chemical

potentials µL and µR of the electrodes at different applied voltages: V = 0 (left panel), V > 0

(middle panel) and V < 0 (right panel), where eV = µL − µR. c-d, Simulated conductance traces

and dI/dV for Type-I GNRs. e-f, Simulated conductance traces and dI/dV for Type-II GNRs.
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interfaces (tip-GNR and GNR-Au(111)). First, as sketched in Figure 4b, in equilibrium the

VB and VB-1 states are aligned just below the Fermi level εF , consistent with the trend

that GNRs on Au(111) typically result in p-type doping [42]. Such level alignment is also

corroborated by our DFT calculations reported in the SI Section 2. Secondly, when a voltage

is applied, our model assumes an asymmetric potential profile with voltage drops of 1/3 and

2/3 over the two interfaces, respectively. A voltage drop over both interfaces implies that

the VB resonances are seen in dI/dV for both bias polarities [43].

In essence, length-independent transport is therefore observed whenever a VB state is ac-

cessible within the energy window given by the applied bias voltage (Figure 4b). Conversely,

an exponentially decaying conductance trace is observed while the GNR states fall outside

the bias window. As explained in SI Section 3, our interpretation of the difference between

the experimentally observed Type-I and Type-II ribbons relies on the following physical

mechanisms: (i) Type-I ribbons are considered to be strongly bound to the tip electrode

such that most of the applied voltage drop occurs over the GNR-substrate interface (i.e., L

is tip and R is substrate in Figure 4b). Further, the precise p-doping level of the GNR is

considered to be correlated with the detachment of each precursor unit. A possible origin

of this may be related to subtle modifications of the GNR/substrate interface during the

detachment, which in turn leads to conductance oscillations with a periodicity of ∼ 1.4 nm.

(ii) Type-II ribbons are considered to be weaker bound to the tip electrode such that most

of the voltage drop occurs over the tip-GNR interface (i.e., L is substrate and R is tip in

Figure 4b). The donation of charge is not considered to be significantly correlated with the

liftoff process for Type-II, hence the absence of the conductance oscillations with a period-

icity of ∼ 1.4 nm as observed for Type-I. These considerations can qualitatively explain the

experimental data as explained in the following.

Figure 4c and 4d report the simulated conductance G = I/V and the differential conduc-

tance dI/dV at different voltages for Type-I ribbons. Overall, the traces are characterized

by length-independent transport from start to the end. At positive polarity the conductance

is somewhat larger and the plateau more flat than at negative polarity. As in the experiment

(Figure 3a), the oscillations are most pronounced at small voltages. The features observed

in dI/dV are fingerprints of the VB and VB-1 states that appear at both polarities (Figure

4b) due to voltage drops over both interfaces. The spacing is closer at the positive polarity

because most of the voltage drop is assumed to occur over the GNR-substrate interface.
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Figure 4e and 4f for Type-II ribbons, on the other hand, exhibit the initial phase of the

liftoff process that is characterized by an exponential decrease of conductance due to the VB

states aligned outside the transport bias window. However, as the GNR is gradually removed

from the substrate, the molecular resonances narrow in energy (reduced substrate hybridiza-

tion) and, consistent with our assumption of a constant p-doping level, must therefore drift

up in energy. This eventually brings the VB and VB-1 states inside the bias window and the

conductance trace increases to reach a high-conductance plateau similar to Type-I. Again,

the features observed in dI/dV are fingerprints of the VB and VB-1 resonances that appear

at both polarities due to a voltage drop over both interfaces. But contrary to Type-I, the

spacing is now closer at the negative polarity because most of the voltage drop is assumed

to occur over the tip-GNR interface.

In conclusion, we performed a systematic study of the transport properties of the edge-

modified 7-AGNR-S (1,3) in a LT-STM liftoff procedure. These ribbons host electronic low-

energy topological bands supported by zigzag-edge decorations. These topological bands

are responsible for length-independent and efficient charge transport in the suspended GNR

geometry. The transport behavior is highly sensitive to the coupling between the ribbon and

the electrodes. Overall, the critical factor for high-conductance ballistic transport is related

to the presence of delocalized valence band states within the bias window. Future studies

may explore further the possible relationship between the topological nature of the band

and the extraordinary transport characteristics of the 7-AGNR-S (1,3). Our approach opens

a path to the realization of tunable molecular components based on the rational design of

graphene nanoribbons edges.
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discussions.

I. METHODS

The experiments were performed with a low-temperature ultrahigh-vacuum STM (Omi-

cron) at a base pressure of ∼ 5 × 10−11 torr at 4.6 K. Atomically flat Au(111) substrates

were prepared via cycles of argon ion sputtering and annealing under ultrahigh vacuum

conditions. Electrochemically etched W tips were covered with gold by repeated indenta-

tion into the substrate. On-surface synthesis of these GNRs was performed using 10,10’-

dibromo-9,9’-bianthryl (DBBA, Figure 1a) [16] and 6,11-bis(10-bromoanthracen-9-yl)-1,4-

dimethyltetracene (BADMT, Figure 1b) [19] as precursors for 7-AGNRs and 7-AGNR-

S (1,3)s, respectively. The precursors were sublimed onto freshly cleaned Au(111) substrates

held at room temperature. The samples were then gradually annealed to 400 ℃, leading to

the formation of the GNRs as detailed in previous studies [16, 19]. Differential conductance

dI/dV spectra were recorded in constant-height mode (open feedback loop) with a voltage

modulation of 20 mV and a modulation frequency of 901 Hz.

To simulate the electronic properties of suspended GNRs we adopted a transparent and

simple description based on a nearest-neighbor TB model of the carbon pz orbitals with

hopping matrix elements set to |t| = 3 eV [44]. The low-bias differential conductance dI/dV

as a function of the liftoff distance was simulated using Green’s function theory in the wide-

band approximation for the tip and substrate electrodes as described in the SI. We ignore

effects of curvature by considering a model as illustrated in Figure 4a. The tip apex atom

is considered to form a strong chemical bond to the central carbon atom at the terminal

zigzag edge, resulting in sp3 hybridization and thus in removal of the corresponding pz orbital

from the conjugated network. The tip electrode is consequently considered to inject/extract

electrons to/from the closest sp2 carbon sites (red disks) characterized by the tunneling rate

Γtip. On the other hand, the number of atomic sites with coupling to the substrate electrode

Γsub (green disks) is considered to be gradually reduced as a function of tip retraction from

the surface. This numerically efficient description allowed us to explore a wide range of

transport scenarios and possible effects, including different models for the potential drop

across the GNR, deviations from charge neutrality, disorder, etc. Based on this exploration

we found that the most suitable description for our experimental observations corresponds to

13



a model in which the Fermi level εF is aligned close to the VB edge and where the current—

at both bias polarities—involves propagation through a few VB states that fall within the

transport energy window. Another key ingredient is the precise molecular level alignment

relative to εF , which our modeling suggests to undergo small shifts as a function of the tip

height due to changes in the electrode couplings. This enables a switching of the VB states

in or out of the transport window. The key parameters and assumptions in our transport

model are corroborated by DFT calculations for the electronic structure of a partly lifted

7-AGNR-S (1,3) on Au(111) as explained in the SI Section 2.
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